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INTRODUCTION 
Phased array techniques, providing an electronic control of the beam, are widely used 
in ultrasonic imaging. Such techniques, making use of array transducers with delayed 
transmission pulse on each element, allow to steer and focus the beam, enabling various 
testing configurations and imaging procedures: sector scanning and tomography, tracking 
echoes, depth focusing. In nuclear industry, various configurations of geometry and 
materials are encountered, which require many different testing configurations. The CEA 
(French Atomic Energy Commission) has developed an adaptive system based on phased 
array techniques dynamically controlled by a multi-channel acquisition system: the 
F.A.U.S.T. (Focusing Adaptive UltraSonic Tomography) system. This system aims at 
improving the performances of nondestructive testing, particularly for what concerns the 
adaptability to different control configurations and defect characterization. Previous works 
have described this system, its performances for beam forming and also its specific abilities 
for defect characterization using beam steering or spatial amplitude distribution at 
reception [1,2]. 
Three applications are presented to illustrate the specific abilities of the system to 
improve the performances of non destructive testing of specimens of complex geometry. 
The first application, dedicated to the inspection of a specimen with a degraded state of 
surface, uses an automatic selection of the active elements of the array, in order to reduce 
disturbing surface echoes resulting from overlap passes. In the two following applications, 
adapted delay laws are used to maintain the characteristics of the ultrasonic beam refracted 
through a specimen with a varying profile. 
GENERAL FEATURES OF THE ADAPTIVE SYSTEM 
The dynamic adaptive system relies on optimized phased array transducers [3], 
connected to a multi-channel acquisition system, supplying delay and amplitude laws to 
form the ultrasonic beam. A diffraction model [4], based on the Rayleigh integral 
formulation extended to liquid-solid interface, is used both to calculate theoretical delay 
laws and ultrasonic fields radiated by phased array transducers. The acquisition system 
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relies on VXI racks, each VXI board providing four independent ultrasonic acquisition 
channels. All parameters involved in beam forming can be adjusted for each acquisition 
channel: delays at transmission and reception, width of the emitting pulse, high input 
voltage and gain at reception. All the signal recorded on each channel are digitized and 
stored, allowing different inspection modes: "static mode", with pre-programmed 
parameters sets, and "dynamic mode", enabling real-time adjustments of parameters 
according to specific procedures. 
EXPERIMENTAL APPLICATIONS 
Adaptive Inspection of a Specimen with a Degraded State of Surface 
The ability of the system to store and process the signals received by each channel, in 
addition to an electronic control of the transmission and reception parameters allows to 
perform real-time procedures. This ability allows to adapt the system to various control 
configurations, especially in case of complex geometry. Such an adaptive technique has 
been performed to reduce surface related effects arising from the inspection of a specimen 
with a cladding surface condition [5]. On site cladding are usually ground to provide 
smooth surface but not everywhere around the welds regions. In those regions, the grooves 
due to the two passes overlap induce high intensity ultrasonic echoes able to mask defects 
positioned very close to the surface. 
In order to reduce these geometrical echoes, the principle of the adaptive procedure 
consists in determining the elements of the phased array surface that are the most disturbed 
by the surface related effects, and then to neutralize these elements for the data acquisition. 
For this application, a specific phased array transducer was designed, composed of 16 
parallel strips connected to 16 ultrasonic channels. The design of the array results from the 
cladding surface geometry that does not changes in the plane perpendicular to the incidence 
plane, which contains the beam axis (Figure 1). The transducer is immersed in water and 
inclined to generate 60 degrees refracted pressure waves in steel. Since the transducer 
surface is shaped to focus in the specimen, no delay law is required. Therefore, the only 
parameters to be used at transmission and reception are the high voltage input and the 
amplification at reception. 
The adaptive procedure is based on an automatic selection of the active elements to 
be used at transmission and reception, as a function of the surface irregularities 
encountered during the scanning. This first needs to adjust an amplitude threshold used to 
identify each signal of high amplitude. This threshold is determined by inspecting a point 
reflector positioned at the focal depth under a safe surface. The adaptive procedure takes 
two stages applied at each scanning position. On the first stage all channels are activated 
with a low gain at transmission and reception so as not to saturate the received signals. 
Each received signal is compared to the reference threshold and suppressed if higher. On 
the second stage, only the remaining channels are activated with a higher gain. The final 
signal is the mean of the received signals. 
Experiments have been carried out on a specimen with a surface geometry simulating 
cladding condition. Two side drilled holes ((1) et (2)) of 2 mm diameter are positioned 
under the grooves. Figure 1 presents the testing configuration and B-Scan images (time of 
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flight versus scanning, with amplitude color coding) resulting on the one hand from the 
inspection using all the channels (similar to a monolithic focused transducer) in I a, and on 
the other hand from the inspection using the adaptive mode in I b. The adaptive technique 
improved the detection of side drilled hole (2) positioned on the right side of the specimen 
by reducing the surface related effect. No change appears between both images on the left 
side (1) of the specimen: because of its orientation, the surface irregularity does not 
generate disturbing echoes and all channels remain active in the adaptive mode. 
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Figure I. Comparisons between Bscan images resulting from a static mode (using all the 
elements) in a), and from the adaptive mode in b) . 
b 
Some calculations have been performed using the diffraction model to predict the 
ultrasonic field radiated by taking account of the testing configuration. This modelling aims 
at illustrating the consequences from removing some elements of the array transducer. 
Three situations are compared on Figure 2. These results point out the effects of using 
different parts of the array. As a reference, Figure 2.1 presents the field radiated using all 
elements. Figure 2.2 shows the field radiated using the elements on the lower side of the 
transducer, oriented at high incident angles. In addition to a low refracted angle, the beam 
is translated on the left side of the line referred to beam axis on figure 2.1. Figure 2.3 
shows the field radiated using the elements on the upper side of the transducer, oriented at 
low incident angles. The refracted angle decreases and the whole beam is translated on the 
right side of the reference line. In both case, the focal area is degraded, especially in the last 
one. However, this capability to modify the refracted angle associated to a beam translation 
allows to pass around the surface irregularity. 
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Figure 2. Modeling of ultrasonic fields radiated by a part of the element of the array. 
Inspection of a Specimen with a Complex Geometry. 
The inspection of a cast elbow is considered in this second example to illustrate the 
ability of the system to take into account different surface geometries using adapted delay 
laws. The examination is carried out at normal incidence from the inside of the cylinder. A 
conventional monolithic focused transducer can not be optimized to inspect such a 
geometry. Since its characteristics are physically fixed, the transducer is not adapted to the 
different geometries of the elbow. Thus, the refracted beam is degraded according to the 
surface which produces a loss of sensitivity of the inspection. 
A specific I MHz phased array transducer was designed to perform the inspection of 
both the inner and outer walls from the inside of the elbow. It is composed of concentric 
rings allowing to vary the focused depth of the beam. Each ring is divided in sectors to 
differentiate the delay laws to be applied on the two axis of the transmitting surface. This 
design is suitable for a toric specimen defined by two radius. In addition, the whole 
transmitting surface is shaped to focus through a cylindrical surface. Its toric form is 
composed of two radius: one corresponds to the radius of cylinder, and the other results 
from a compromise between the inner and outer surface of the elbow. Adapted delay laws 
are calculated with the diffraction model for both geometries. Since this model is limited to 
cylindrical surface, toric surface is approximated by two calculations, one for each radius, 
and completed by interpolation. This toric form is used to minimize the delay laws to be set 
for both configurations. 
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Figure 3. Experimental configuration and Comparison between the fields transmitted 
through the inner a) and the outer surfaces b) of the cast elbow, with adapted delays on the 
right and without on left. Amplitudes, normalized on each representation, are coded with a 
grey scale (dark shade for high amplitude) . 
Experiments were carried out on two steel specimens representative respectively of 
the inner and outer surfaces of a cast elbow, their opposite surface being plane. In each 
case, the central thickness is 30 mm. An electro-magnetic probe (EMA T) scans the plane 
surface of the specimens to measure the displacements resulting from the ultrasonic field 
transmitted by the array transducer immersed in water in front of the toric surface (Figure 
3). The ultrasonic fields obtained without delay laws are compared to the ultrasonic field 
resulting of adapted delay laws on Figure 3, for the inner side in a) and for the outer side in 
b). The amplitude distributions point out the improvement of the spatial resolution 
obtained with adapted delay laws. On the inner side the focal width is reduced from 6.6 to 
5.1 mm, and on the inner side from 7 to 5.4 mm. The sensitivity also increases of 1.5 dB on 
the inner side and I dB on the outer side. The sensitivity obtained with the delay laws do 
not vary with the geometry. 
Adaptive Inspection of a Specimen with a Varying Profile. 
In previous examples, the amplitude apodization and optimized delay laws are used 
on specific phased arrays to improve the inspection of specimens with a degraded state of 
surface or complex geometry. Next application investigates how adapted delay laws can be 
combined to an amplitude detection to scan regions of complex geometry. 
During the inspection of the pressurized reactor vessel and the primary cooling 
system, the control configuration is often limited by the complex geometry of the region to 
inspect. While degraded surface condition may perturb a part of the transducer surface, a 
more drastic change of the inspected surface geometry largely modifies the characteristics 
of the refracted ultrasonic beam. Thus, the localization and even the detection of a possible 
defect can be lost. 
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In this application, we consider a misaligned profile due, for example, to the weld 
joining two steel plates. The inspection of this profile is currently achieved with a 
conventional focused transducer generating an ultrasonic beam refracted at 45 degrees 
through an horizontal surface. This transducer is no more adapted to control the region 
below the joining. 
An adaptive procedure has been developed to preserve the beam characteristics (45 0 
refracted angle and depth focusing at 20 mm) when the profile varies. The steel specimen 
used for this application is composed of two horizontal planes joined by a plane inclined at 
110. The adaptive algorithm consists in applying the adapted parameters as a function of 
the varying profile. The phased array transducer used for this application is composed of 16 
strips perpendicular to the incidence plane, in order to steer the beam in this plane. The 
transducer is immersed in water and inclined to generate 45 degrees refracted pressure 
waves in steel under the horizontal surface. 
The adaptive algorithm uses three different delay laws, calculated by the diffraction 
model. Two of them are used for data acquisition: the first one corresponds to the 
horizontal planes and the second one takes into account the inclined plane to preserve the 
refracted beam collinear to the beam refracted through the horizontal plane. The third delay 
law is used to detect the profile variations. This delay law produces a beam focused very 
close to the surface at an incidence angle of 11 0 in water. Thus, the incident beam is 
oriented perpendicularly to the joining plane, which produces a surface echo of high 
intensity when the transducer faces this region. The detection is obtained by comparing the 
amplitude of this surface echo to an amplitude threshold: if the measured amplitude is 
lower than the threshold, the first delay law is validated for data acquisition, and if the 
measured amplitude is higher than the threshold, the second delay law is validated. 
Experiments were carried out on a specimen with a misaligned profile, containing 
two side drilled holes positioned vertically in the medium of the joining, respectively at 15 
and 20 mm depths. Figure 4 shows the control configuration and the direction of the three 
delay laws used in the adaptive mode for the three regions of the specimen. Two B-Scan 
images are compared resulting from the static mode in 4a and from the adaptive mode in 
4b. The static mode only uses the delay law to focus under an horizontal surface, as a 
monolithic focused transducer. The side drilled holes are not detected on Figure 4a because 
the incident beam is almost normal to the inclined surface generating a high surface 
amplitude echo. On Figure 4b, the side drilled holes are detected and the backwall echoes 
observed on Figure 4a have disappeared. The deeper hole echo is detected with a low 
amplitude because the delay law just changed at this position and the ultrasonic beam is 
truncated. In an immersed testing configuration, the switch of delay laws involves a 
translation of the beam impact at the surface of the specimen. Thus, a dead zone and an 
overlapping zone appear. The B-Scan images presented do not consider these effects. 
CONCLUSION 
The CEA has developed the F.A.U.S.T. system based on phased array transducers 
and a multi-channel system. Previous works showed the abilities of this system for defect 
characterization using beam steering or analysis of the signals received by each element of 
the phased array. This paper has investigated the system ability to be adapted to various 
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Figure 4. Testing configuration (on the left) and Comparisons between B-Scan images 
resulting from a static mode a) and from an adaptive mode b). 
testing configurations. Three applications have been presented, dedicated to three specific 
geometries. The first application concerned the inspection of a specimen with a degraded 
state of surface, the second application was dedicated to a cast elbow and the last one 
allowed to inspect a specimen with a misaligned profile. For each configuration, the 
comparison between experimental results obtained using monolithic focused transducers 
and using adapted procedures with phased arrays, has pointed out the advantages and the 
performances of the system. In addition, these applications demonstrated, in two cases, the 
system ability to adapt itself to the testing configuration. 
Adaptive algorithms are currently studied to inspect specimen with smooth varying 
surface, as for example, the joining between two disoriented steel pipes. Other works are in 
progress to develop a specific imaging taking into account the different adaptive modes . 
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